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ABSTRACT

The notibp of, interpal validity is, examined for purposes
of establishing a miethbd -of 'quantitatively estimating it. The
logical problem of.'identifYitig indepePdentalterpative hypotheses
is considered.as well as their. relative plauSibiliv weighting.
Finally, the'iluestion of internal validitY,is.viewed as-being
a form cf litqmon'ainference to. the best explanation ".



TOWARD A .QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATE

OF.

INTERNAL VALIDITY

Analyses of the concluSions about how the results of expert-

ments should be interpreted &re commonly conducted in terms of exter-

nal and internal validity The continued elaboratfie4 ofthese ideas
0'

would, it seems, increase the adequacy of these analyses.` The

present paper explores the nature of the latter type of validity
I

in an attempt to further refine this concept within educational research.
-

This attempt -seems to involve (1)-rendering\More precise our intui-
E

Lions or our working notions bout internal validity,.and (2) marking .

the ki ds of logic-al prOblems enc untered in try4g/to give such

an acc unt. \1

,ztunies are often ordered in'terms of internal validity. _One

r

study is judged as possessing greater internal validity than another,
.

indicating that the concept is. basically a qUantitative notion.

The present'paper attempts to develop a method for the quantita-
Ak

tive estimation of internal validity. While. there are pitfalls

involve, in *Lich an effort, it is hoped that the effort will stimu-=

late ankintereat inikhe(problemi by logic- minded.educationists.

I. The PrOblem,of Internal Validity

To keep -the discussion as concrete .as possible within the. demands

.0fpurpose,.consider the notorious one group pretest/poatteit

° design. Assuming that the pre- and post-readings on.the dependent

0.
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variable(*) reveal a statistically significant gain on the post -

scores,. the question becomes: what produced this gain; or, how

can the observed change in the dependent variable best'be explained?.

One readily available candidate, and one in which'heri will

be-great interest, is of course the independent variable(s), i.e.,
. .

)

the treatment(s), explains the observed difference. Or more accurately,,

the hypothesis asserting a relation between the independent variable

and the dependent veriable'-can serve in the explanatiOn of the

observed difference. There are, however, alternative explanations

of this gain. 'The weaker .the design of the. study the more. alternatives

one can find. Intuitively,. it'seems that the more of these alter-
.

natives which are,plaUsible, the lower the internal validity of the .

study. The questicf-.internal-vaiidityie taken to Of:' Did the

treatment 'make any difference.or have anyelfedt4on the, criterion

variable? If a change in the Criterion 'readings is observe how

ssOund'or warranted is the explanation of this'difference by the

research hypothesis? If.no change is obserVed, then did the treat-

mect heve an effect which was masked by other extraneous ,actors?

Inte rnal validity is a matter of how well a particular stance of

data collection or generation can be:described and explained.

From these basic notions, it is se en that the property internal

. .

vdlidity is a property of the procedurea'used in the collection'.

or generation of data on e perticulai occasion., Internal validity

Is a variable fOr the population. of data gathering- methods. More

over, it'is not taken to be a categorical property for the-logic,-



'in-use or aeleasi the language-in-use tefere to "the degree of interu.

'nal validity"; thus it seems that a reasonable approach to the

4-
A ,

concept of.internal.validity is to view it as a quantitative variable.

Internal validity is2usualli mentioned in the context of exper-

mental research... There is talk of the two kinds of experiental
li

validity. It seems that o#4 douldproperly.speak of the intl'nal

validity bf ex post facto Studies. One can in these cases ask,

did the hypothesized independent variable cause the observed changes

in the dependent variable ?: Manipulation of the independent variable

allows one to know more about the independent variable than do. most

ex post facto'studiee;
.

but this amounts to 'one's having a higher Aks;

4egree of confidence in the' description of.the variance of the

independent variable than most ex post facto studies allow. It

does not,'howver, show that the question Of.internal'validity,

which. is a question Of.how data is to be:interpreted is not appro-

priate to causal comparative work. It seems thaethe qUestion of

internal validity is relevant to anyinethodi used to gather data

relevant to. any hypothetical causal-telationship.

II. Internal Validity MeasUre. Function

The problem of internal validity is One of how..4ill certain

particular events-can be explained.. As noted above,there.will

be much interest at the .conclusion of data collection in determining-

Wow well the research hypothesis can explain the results obtained:

To test the ground for the' treatment variable explanation, the follow-,

ing procedure is suggested.



(la) 'Assume the ciate

a change in the

(2)

reports are correct and that there was

dependent variable. ((lb) would be the

no chaUgeicase not be considered here thong

the follawinvapplies to it as well.) 'If the aemump
s

that the data reports are correct cannot be madwfor.

whatever reason,'then the question of internal validity

evaporates. There is no question of hoW to explain

a single event if the,niture of thia event is unknown.

Assume.that thetreatmentvariatile did not prOduce the

change in the dependent variable.

Ask: what produced change? how can.this change

be explained?

. .

If upon careful. examination of the research proceduies
.

no reasonable or plausible explanations can be found which,

are,consistent with (la) and (2); then one-islorced by

rationality to reject either (1a) or (2). If the -truth

of (la) is not established then this procedure As

essary. The rejection of (2) is the'acCeptance of the

research hypotheses, i.e., of the tree ni-variable

explanation. This conclusion is epiat cally:o0en

'

and practically closed. Ii.is posiible that one may

detect or construct an explanation of the. reAulti at Some

future time. One cannot know for sure that no- answer

to (3) is possible.. Conclusion' (40 is open in this genie.

ri
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With respedt to the practice of sciencek hoirever, one

must view things diffeiendy. In acience there is 'always

ttie4ossibility of some further data forcing the reinter-
%

.

Pretation of past findings producing'nwconq1Usions.,

The scientist must, nevertheless, show the beet conclug.
.

sions he can on the besis.of the total evidence,aveilable.
, .

(4b) If one could find explanations of the obeerved cha4es

..

which. are. consistent with (la) and (2), then the Veracity
.

',
.

.

,
Y. y

.
-ef the treatment explanation is suspect. There 80.st °

, .

competing explana.ions of What happened; and ther is

no w Y to Choose'between these competing hypothes s within

I

the III:mite of the data of this particular tudy. nter-
p,

nai validity should be, a function of the number and qual

ity of theee alternatiVe hypiothesis. The,greater't e.

nuMber'of such, the lower e. degree of internal validity.

. .

In cases where no alterha Jim can be found, (4a), internal

validity. should be highest, -decreasing as the list.

alternatives grows.

-Consider the following equation, where Vi is the internal valid-
.

ty'and N is 410 number of alternative hypotheses:

V 1
N + 1

0 .

This definition of, internal,validity'meets.therequirements of our

intuitions, It assigns the internal` validity unity when thereare,

11.

.



ao alterna iv* hYpotheips. As the umber of alternatives apprOiches ,

k .

he function value approt es zero.

Several conceptual questions-now msent themselves. It is
-obviously ,critical how one counts alternative hypotheset. What'

is requif,ed is a way of determining the logical. independence of

the proposed' -alternstivewhymtheses: :Secondly, some may question

the above function on the grounds that it treats all alternative

hypothesei as equally well supported;.but is it not the case that

certain alternative hypotheses are more plausible than others?

III. .Independent Alternative Hypotheses.

Let S. be the'set of non-refuted alternative,hypothesesfoi

given design. Assume that this se is practically complete or

closed (see above section). B t hat does it mean to say that any

given hypcithesis is refuted? I' of course is not intended to suggest

that science is to produce abs4ute.knowledge. To be relevant a

. . .
.. .

,

hypothesis must_ present an independent bariable-which itivlinked
...

.. .

hypothetically to the dipendintvariables whose measures constitute,

the data; the hypothesis must explain the data.at hand. A refutede

hypothesis which explains the data is:a hypothesis which is ruled

out on one of three grounds

(1) Other well-aCcepted hypotheses contradict this explanation.

(2)\. This design used to produce thase.dita rules out:this:

.,explanation cf-the data.

4.

(3) Our-metaphysical assumptions render this explanation

"impossible "..
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(X) When reviewing th; data, one will resist using a hypothesis
4r

toexiiain or. interpret what happened which cOntradiots'other well '

supported relationships. It is not that we never queetion that *hiA
,

is "established" but only that we will make such challenges only

after ve established the' internal' validity of our design's'

All research studies ether as it wire. (2) Otis of the`imajor

.e-
. purposes of the creation of a re arch desiga is to rule 'out alter-

:

Astive after-the-fact accounts Of o results. We plan ahead

regard to being able to driw defensible concluisions. (1) One could
.

.
7

construct alternative hypothesis as to why the
g

experimental, group
.-

, ,
'did.bettet than the control group, by referring to entitiee such.

demons--there are invisible demons who! ke program. learning and

always Confuse people who do not use this method, like our-

control group yho was not'taught by the program medieds Such 'plan-,

atiOns -are, too farfetched; but to realizethat-stieatific in qUiries
. -

. /
. .

49 Operate out 'of a basic metaphysical frimework,'or."blueprine
. .

as Maxwell calls it, is a very iMPortantpart:of'our Conceptiott of
. .

the nature of science. See Maxwell (1974)!..

Given that we, have identified the set S (all ion-refuted alter-.
.

! .
hypotheses), .we *countet' the quedtien of the .uniquenesi 'Of

..,
. . t -

. .. ,
'J.--

this set. Can-this list be gives in suchi.fashion that wheil'it is

count94, a stable number can be obtained? Or'Statesdifferently,

is the *mbershin of S_ uniquely describable? What we
.

requiie
.

is

'aLmathod'of;!riting.d basic ast of the =Opera of S.
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Bach`mimber of S. will have the same de5endent'varie61e(s);

thug, What we are actually 'asking for is a list of alternative Jude-

pendantiriablesialternatives to the treatment variable(s);t.

We want a list of discrete, non-overlapping independent variables
s JP

which have dot been ruled out. Just as we require thi independent
1

and dependant variablep.of any hypothesis to be independently defin-

.able--if.they are nit, the hypothesis becopmes true (Or false) or parli
Q . .1

tially'true or false) ;by definition-we require that 'the independent

variables of.the members of S also 'be independenily definable:,
, .

Ineother words, the definiens.of each independent variables) of

the members of S must-be mutually distinct. This guarantees that
. ... ,.

. .
.

II

we are dealing'with. discrete alternatives.: Moreover, it rules out

: \ \ -
the possibility that one independent variable oil the members of S

will entail another. e independgl variables associated with S

1 .

Will'th4g belogic4Ily basic or atamic,as it'vere.

This. appeal to to ically discrete definiene, brief asait is,

does.iesolve tile%first f problem: how to.determine-the logical

indepen4rbe of the el nts.of the set of alternative hypotheses

. to the 'research ,hypoth ads .-,

rw, plausib lity of Alternative Hypotheses.
.. --.. - ..., .

.0The second problem mentioned above tes ,in effect a reject f'

our definition 'Ne. That ?unction treats all alternative hypotheses

/.
as if they vete equally merixoriousi-but some alternative itdependent

.

variables are Oing to ;,be mode plausible than others. In s
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'

experimental sittiations, testing will be a better ,bat. than mature,

tion, yet this seems to be.ignored by the SimpleMinded function gives
..

. .. ,

above. .
.

0 .

.

,

6
, .. .

.

\
.

it ,

Itwould-04-an impro4ement to mil; alternatiNit hYpothetes or ,

independent variablds including the treatment variable (5) in this
, . f

list at the appropriate. ank. This ,list y211 have N + 1 members
.

since N id the number of alternative hypothesis withrespect td

t. Assign' the Witight.of ti+ 1 to the-first member of the
. , 4

(N + - lto the second, and so forth. Sum the weights. Internal I

validity can be defined as follows:

vi Wei ht o
Sum of _w ghts

. .

Five si uations are presented below togetherwith their goners
, i Np.

,

.ated inte al validity measures, for illustrative purposes:
*-,.....

. . .

r.

Case 1 '2 3 A 5

Rankings . t Al

A2

t

\Vi. 1 2/3 ,1/2 1/3 1/6

This function for obtaining *eines for.Vi entails the.faCt that
\.

,\
Vi can never fall within the open interva1, .2/3).: If one w

Vi values higher ihari 2/3 but less than unity, one would hit% o

12

I

ted
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move away from rank ordering and into some type of interval scale.

.

This, cif course, would further strain our notions of plausibility

with regardo alternative hypotheses; it would'be more difficult

to, makethe required weighting assignments.

On the positive side, I think that this method, elementary as

it 1.6 /would help us gain a sense of relative s!gnificance when

weare.trying to summarize several research studies on a given tOpic..

Probably many. people have a sense of this anywaybut one of the

functions of logic is to explicate our intuitions.

V. Inductive Issues

The classical or NeyMan-Pearson statistical theory does not, of

:-course,;assign probabilities
,

to'hypotheses. Thus., some might'wOnder.

whether the proposal offered here isaesthetiCally compatible with

this theory:: Vi should not be seen as a probagility; rather it is

,

a weight of t against its alternatives. ,This kind of weighting

is indigenous 6 classical statistics:. -
. -

I'

Both actual practice and the proposal of this paper:fall
\

nicely into Harman's view of induction as "inference to the best

planation": (1965)

. .

.In making this'infereice one infers, from the fact that
a certain hypothesis.woui4explain'the.evidencetO the

\\_ truth of that hypothesis. .\II2 general, 'there will be

\x. several- hypotheses which might explain the evidence,
so one must be'able tcrreject all shch,alternatiire-hypoth,,

\esis before One 'is warranted ih making the inference. c .
Thusone infers; from:the premise that's-liven hypOthesis
woh14'provi& a ''better" explanation for the evidence than
would any other hypothesis., to the Conclusion 'that the. t-

given hyiPhthesis is true (O. 89).



I think that it is evident that Harman's inference to the best

eXplanation is preciiely the kind of inference at issue in the

queitions of internal validity. Moreover, we are considering the

cases where we cannot "rejecf. all such alternatiire hypotheses."

Before we go to the public with claims of efficacy wevill want

,'to be able to reject all alternatives; but as we talk to each other A

we r wire some way of estimating the relative merits of a

m.

ternative

ays of viewing what happened in various studies. The a countof

(/ estimating internal validity deVeloPed'in.this paper is proposed

-as such a way..

Finally, there is an interesting aspect of Harmanls notion as

it:relates,to an Issue in the logic of science Some philosophers

believe that Harman's view is circular-in that induction7to the best
r .

:explanation preSupposes a way of determining "best" which is itself

pan inductive process. However,,I will risk' the folloWing claim:

4hi1e inference to the best explanation is shaky:as a method-of

'producing general scientific knowledge, it iS'bOth the method-

in-use for determining internal validity.and is a sound move for

sodoing, when viewed logically.. Whin the confines of a single

experiment, i.e., where thereis no concern, for generalizabiliryr
z

the only rationally defensible` way of inferring " what hatTenedi

is the method escribed by Harman.

r

O

1

4-
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